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Synopsis
Parallel imaging relies on fully-sampled calibration data to estimate k-space kernels or sensitivities used to reconstruct subsampled acquisitions. Emerging techniques use low-rank modeling, or joint estimation of sensitivities and image content via nonlinear optimization, to reduce the dependency on calibration data. In a typical study, images at multiple echoes/contrasts are acquired using the same coil sensitivities. Here, we exploit this joint information to dramatically improve conditioning of calibrationless nonlinear inversion and employ joint sparsity to improve reconstruction. To achieve better performance, we also propose complementary k-space undersampling between images to form a composite image with reduced aliasing to initialize the optimization.

Introduction
Conventional parallel imaging requires an auto-calibration signal (ACS) to estimate sensitivities or k-space kernels for reconstruction, which increases the overall scan time. Inconsistency due to motion or physiological noise in the calibration may lead to significant artifacts in the reconstructed images (1). Moreover, in dynamic, spectroscopic and non-Cartesian imaging, acquiring sufficient calibration data can be challenging or not possible at all. Emerging techniques either use low-rank modeling (2-4), or jointly estimate sensitivities and images (5,6) to reduce the dependence on calibration.

In this work, we jointly reconstruct sensitivities and image content by extending the nonlinear inversion reconstruction approach (NLINV) (6) and show that no calibration is required for multi-echo and for multi-contrast acquisitions. Our Joint-NLINV leverages the fact that coil sensitivities are shared across echoes/contrasts to dramatically reduce the number of unknowns. We also extend Total Variation (TV) (7) to permit joint regularization across images, and initialize the nonlinear optimization using a composite image. This is made possible through complementary k-space sampling since a fully sampled k-space with reduced aliasing can be obtained through summation across echoes/contrasts.

We demonstrate calibrationless reconstruction for i) multi-echo spin-echo, ii) multi-echo MPRAGE (8), iii) phase-cycled balanced SSFP, and iv) a multi-contrast protocol, and show at least 6-fold reduced RMSE from our Joint-NLINV over standard NLINV.

Matlab code and data are available at http://bit.ly/2eovlRC

Theory
We jointly solve for M images ρ¹:M and K sensitivities c¹:K so that they match the acquired data y:

\[ P_i(F(c,\rho)) = y_j \]

where \( P_i \) is the sampling pattern for image \( i \), \( F \) is the Fourier transform and \( y_j \) is the k-space data belonging to \( j^{th} \) coil of image \( i \). This signal equation can be cast as, \( N(x) = y \), where \( N \) is a nonlinear operator acting on the unknowns \( x = [\rho_1:M, c_1:K] \). The nonlinear operation can be linearized around an initial guess \( x^0 \) using the Jacobian \( DN \),

\[ N(x^n + dx) \approx N(x^n) + DN(x^n)dx = y \]

which is then solved for the update \( dx = [d\rho, dc] \). We constrain the sensitivities to be smooth via Sobolev norm (6), and jointly regularize the multiple images through \( _{21} \) norm,

\[ \min_{dx} \| DN(x^n)dx + N(x^n) - y \|_2 + \alpha^n \| W(c^n + dc) \|_2 + \beta^n \| \nabla (\rho^n + d\rho) \|_{21} \]

Here W penalizes high frequencies in sensitivities, and \( \nabla \) is the spatial gradient operator. Optimization for dx is performed with nonlinear conjugate gradient (9), and \( \alpha, \beta \) are reduced gradually by 2-fold after each outer Gauss-Newton iteration to avoid over-regularizing.

Acquisition
Four fully-sampled datasets were retrospectively undersampled:

i) Multi-echo spin-echo: using parameters from (10), TE¹=ΔTE=11.5ms, 8 echoes, FOV=240×180mm², mtx=256×208, and slice thickness=3mm, 12-channel reception.

ii) ME-MPRAGE: TE¹=1.7ms, ΔTE=1.9ms, 4 echoes, 1mm isotropic, mtx=256×204×192, BW=651Hz/pixel, 32-channel reception.

iii) Phase-cycled balanced SSFP: TR/TE=3.37/1.57ms at FOV=240×240mm², mtx=160×160, slice thickness=4.5mm, BW=845Hz/pixel, and 32-channel reception. Four phase-cycles (0, π/2, π, 3π/2) were collected.

iv) T1w, FLAIR, TSE and GRE dataset: as per (11), FOV=224×224mm², mtx=256×256, slice thickness=4mm, 32-channel reception.
Reconstruction
Data were reconstructed using NLINV and Joint-NLINV without calibration data. All experiments used R=2×2 acceleration with complementary undersampling, and initial TV parameter \( \beta^0 = 0.1 \), Newton steps=9, CG (inner) iterations=75. For the multi-contrast data (set iv), the use of CAIPI undersampling was also explored. RMSEs were computed inside the brain mask. Specific settings were:

**Datasets i&ii:** starting parameter \( \alpha^0 = 0.001 \), using composite echo for initialization.

**Dataset iii&iv:** due to phase mismatch between bSSFP cycles and large differences in multi-contrast data, a composite image with reduced aliasing could not be formed for these datasets; hence images were initialized with a vector of ones and a higher initial regularization \( \alpha^0 = 0.01 \) and 0.1 were used respectively.

Results & Discussion
With no ACS, NLINV reconstruction is highly ill-conditioned and results in large errors (Figs1-4). With Joint-NLINV, shared coil sensitivities and joint sparsity across multiple echoes/contrasts are exploited to dramatically improve the reconstruction. In particular, **proposed Joint-NLINV obviates the need for calibration in multi-echo/contrast data, with at least 6-fold reduced RMSE over standard NLINV method across all cases.**

Complementary sampling permits formation of a composite image by summing the k-space across echoes. For spin-echo and MPRAGE where phase discrepancy between echoes is low, composite echo has reduced aliasing and can be used for initialization. For phase-cycled bSSFP and multi-contrast reconstruction, a composite image contains significant residual aliasing and was not used. This necessitated a larger starting parameter \( \alpha^0 \), which is reduced over iterations to still result in negligible level of regularization in the final reconstruction.

Conclusion
Harnessing shared sensitivity and edge structures across echoes/contrasts dramatically improve the conditioning of nonlinear inversion, allowing calibrationless parallel imaging with high quality.
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Figures
Fig 1. Calibrationless Joint NLINV from multi-echo spin-echo at R=2x2 acceleration. Joint sensitivity and edge information were exploited to reconstruct images and coil sensitivities simultaneously, while nonlinear inversion from single echo was not possible.

Fig 2. Joint NLINV allows calibrationless ME-MPRAGE at 4-fold acceleration. Root-sum-of-squares (RSoS) combination of the echos and estimated sensitivities are also depicted. NLINV from single echo without ACS was too ill-posed for reconstruction.

Fig 3. Balanced SSFP is an efficient sequence with unique contrast, but suffers from banding artifacts due to $B_0$ sensitivity. These artifacts can be mitigated through phase-cycling which involves multiple acquisitions at different phase offsets. Joint NLINV allows calibrations bSSFP at 4-fold acceleration with four phase-cycles, and leads to a banding free Max Intensity Projection (MIP) combination.

Fig 4. Multi-contrast dataset containing proton-density weighted GRE, T2w-TSE, FLAIR and T1w-SE are often acquired together in a clinical brain exam. Here, Joint-NLINV allows calibrationless 4-fold acceleration of these acquisitions while achieving high-quality reconstruction. The complementary CAIPI undersampling pattern used for each accelerated acquisition are also shown.